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Section 1: Progress on inclusive data priorities
No. Question Guidance Champion response
1.1 What progress have you made

on your Inclusive data
priorities/ IDC Action Plan
priorities in the past year?

Include examples to accompany any
highlights or achievements.

Data2X has continued to champion our IDC Action Plan priorities
throughout the year.

At the national level, we have expanded our Gender Data Network
(a network of gender data focal points from NSOs across LMICs)
from 15 to 24 countries, working to incorporate French speaking
members for the first time.

We also built political commitment for gender data by partnering
with the W20, the official gender equality partner network to the
G20, to formally commit the Gender Data Network (GDN) as a
technical assistance partner. In this role, the Gender Data Network
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will help guide the W20 to elevate gender data within its agenda,
working to inform policy best practices that identify and respond to
the needs of the most vulnerable, foster economic inclusion and
strengthen resilience. (See
https://data2x.org/gender-data-network-to-drive-gender-equality/)

At the global level, Data2X analyzed funding flows, building on The
State of Gender Data Financing, to support targeted advocacy to
improve gender data resources. These analyses are the first pillar
of our newly launched State of Gender Data initiative, an evolving
Data2X publication and digital experience highlighting global
progress and spurring action.
(https://data2x.org/state-of-gender-data/)

Also at the global level, we supported the development of a Gender
Data Channel in Bern Network’s Clearinghouse for Financing
Development Data. It aggregates data financing information,
highlights funding projects, and allows data to be sliced along
different variables (country, data instrument, etc. -- see
https://smartdatafinance.org).

In addition to assessing financing, another foundational Data2X
contribution, Mapping Gender Data Gaps, surveyed the landscape
of gender data gaps. Over the past year, Data2X developed
companion work, Transforming the Data Landscape: Solutions to
Close Gender Data Gaps
(https://data2x.org/resource-center/transforming-the-data-landscap
e-solutions-to-close-gender-data-gaps/), on practical approaches to
addressing gaps. We identified 142 solutions. Each was assessed
by its thematic areas, relevant actors, barrier addressed, and stage
of the data value chain.

1.2
What areas of your Inclusive
data priorities/ IDC Action
Plan have you made the

Include any challenges or barriers
faced.

This year marked a major leadership transition for Data2X, when
our founding Executive Director stepped down after 10 years of
operation. In light of this transition, Data2X paused deepening
sector-specific workstreams in Big Data and climate resilience as

https://data2x.org/state-of-gender-data/


least progress on, in the
past year?

we awaited guidance from new leadership. As of October 2022, we
are thrilled to welcome Executive Director Krista Jones Baptista
(https://data2x.org/data2x-announces-krista-jones-baptista-as-new-
executive-director/), and look forward to augmenting sector-specific
work under her tenure.

1.3 Have there been any changes
to your Inclusive data
priorities/ IDC Action Plan
objectives in the last year?

(Yes, No) If yes, please give details
of any changes

No.

1.4 Has the progress on
advancing your inclusive data
priorities/ IDC Action Plan led
to any changes (internally or
externally) in one or more of
the following areas?

Checklist – tick all that apply:
● Increased visibility and

awareness on inclusive data
● Broader engagement and

action being taken on
inclusive data

● Increased capacity to collect,
analyze and make use of
inclusive data

● Strengthened coordination
and collaboration with others
to advance inclusive data
objectives

● Strengthened knowledge
exchange & learning

● Use of inclusive data to
inform policy change or
impacts for marginalised
groups

● Increased visibility and awareness on inclusive data
(externally)

● Broader engagement and action being taken on inclusive
data (internally and externally)

● Increased capacity to collect, analyze and make use of
inclusive data (externally)

● Strengthened coordination and collaboration with others to
advance inclusive data objectives (externally)

● Strengthened knowledge exchange & learning (externally)

● Use of inclusive data to inform policy change or impacts for
marginalised groups(externally)

Section 2: IDC network engagement
No. Question Guidance Champion response
2.1 In the last 12 months, have

you engaged in any advocacy
(Yes, No) If yes, please give details,
including any examples

No.



around the IDC, like
encouraging other
organizations to join or
speaking about the IDC at
events?

2.2 In the last 12 months, has
being part of the IDC enabled
you to collaborate with other
Champions or partners to take
forward your inclusive data
priorities?

(Yes, No) If yes, please give details,
including any examples.

No.

2.3 In the last 12 months, have
you shared learning with other
countries/organizations on the
actions you are taking on
inclusive data?

(Yes, No) If yes, please give details,
including examples.

Yes.

Given the alignment of Data2X's core mission with inclusivity, each
of our publications this year have advanced knowledge sharing on
inclusive data. In particular, our advocacy team has expanded and
deepened work to build consensus via coalitions. Data2X has
joined five new advocacy coalitions in the last year--both
issue-specific ("WeProsper" focused on economic justice; Gender
and Environment Data Alliance, focused on climate) and
values-based (feminist, such as the Women's Major Group)--and
has actively worked to shape messaging and priorities of new
partners, building broader coalition for our inclusive data goals.

2.4 Which of the offerings below
have you found to be the most
valuable to you as a member
of the IDC network in the last
12 months?

Checklist – tick all that apply:
● Communication opportunities

e.g. blogs, data stories
● Participating in external

events
● Participating in knowledge

exchange & learning
sessions e.g. Champion calls

● Resources and materials
shared through the network

● Collaborating with other
Champions on shared

● Participating in knowledge exchange & learning sessions
e.g. Champion calls

● Resources and materials shared through the network

Comments:
● The intersectionality learning sessions and resources this

year were particularly engaging, interesting, and valuable to
our team, as we're often asked about intersectional
approaches by our feminist partners. We've been proud to
share IDC resources and learn from network partners.



challenges or topics of
interest

● Being part of a network
coming together on a
common vision / goal

● Receiving support from the
IDC Secretariat

● Other/ please specify


